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MACHINE SYNTHESIS OF MATHEMATICAL THEOREMS 
S. N. VASSILYJXV 
D We present a brief survey of the methods and systems for automation of 
synthesis of formulations of mathematical theorems. A more detailed 
presentation of a method of theorem synthesis on the basis of logical 
equations, which are written in a partially formalized language, is given. 
The applications of the method are indicated. a 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM OF THEOREM SYNTHESIS 
Theorem synthesis means computer-aided generation of formulations of theorems. 
In comparison with the problem of automatical theorem proving, the problem of 
algorithmization of theorem synthesis is substantially less developed (the latter 
problem is “more complicated” [491, “presents great interest” [12]). 
The natural approach to automation of theorem synthesis is the automatic 
generation of theory by deductive methods under restrictions on the length of 
formulations of theorems, the length of proofs, etc. This was first attempted on a 
computer in the framework of Gentzen-type propositional calculus 1491, and later 
in the first-order language on the basis of the resolution rule of inference [161. In 
[ll], some general principles of “self-development” of a theory were proposed. 
Under this approach it was difficult to take into account semantic criteria for 
the value of theorems by using syntactic procedures of formal deduction. The 
important principle of rational combination of human and computer abilities 
proposed in [ll] turned out to be hard to realize. 
The problem of correcting the hypotheses unprovable at least due to the 
exhaustion of resources [SD has a somewhat intermediate position between the 
problems of synthesis and theorem proving. Its solution in the framework of 
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propositional calculus is based [8] on a refinement of the concept of “closeness” of 
propositions to each other and on finding a theorem “close” to the given unproved 
hypothesis. This direction of investigation, which appeared under the influence of 
the ideas of S. Ju. Maslov, N. A. Shanin, and G. E. Mints, requires further 
development. 
We develop an algorithmization approach to theorem synthesis. It is based on 
the analysis of the techniques of theorem formulation and theorem proving in a 
rather narrow and well-developed area. On the basis of identification of general 
elements and schemes in this technique, we seek an algorithmization of theorem 
derivation for the realization of derivations on a computer in an automatic or a 
dialog mode. The so-called comparison principle with vector Lyapunov functions 
(VLF) [21] proposed by V. M. Matrosov in 1967-1973 is the source of our 
approach. This principle has determined the algorithm for derivation of compari- 
son theorems for a rather wide class of dynamical properties of systems which 
satisfy the definition of the system of processes [3]. In the course of investigations 
connected with the algorithmization of derivation of VLF-method theorems [22, 
231, we proposed [37, 411 a method of theorem synthesis based on solving the 
logical equations. It does not depend on the specific features of systems under 
consideration and their properties to be investigated. This method allowed one to 
create purposefully synthesizers for various classes of theorems of mathematical 
system theory [32, 37, 38, 40-42, 44, 471. The essence of the method, its limitations, 
and its advantages are considered in the present paper. 
The literature contains a lot of results on the methods of solving and applica- 
tions of (mainly Boolean) equations. One of the aims of the studies (at the initial 
stage of development of the algebra of logic) was to obtain mechanisms for the 
extraction of information hidden in given premises (J. Bool, E. Schreder, P. S. 
Poretski, J. Wenn, et al.). This is a so-called corollary survey problem. Its dual is 
the hypothesis survey problem: to survey sufficient conditions of truth for a given 
Boolean expression. The solutions of corresponding equations were understood 
differently and were looked for either in the class of so-called simple corollaries 
and, respectively, simple hypotheses, or in the class of conjunctive normal forms 
[48]. In the later applications, for example, to the synthesis of digital devices, 
well-defined criteria for the value of decisions (complexity, reliability of devices) 
led to interest in the classes of minimal, shortest, and other such forms [50]. 
Even more difficult is to determine the quality criteria for solutions of equations 
in the first- and higher-order languages. In [30] it was proposed to synthesize 
solutions from the signature of known terms of the equation, but such syntactic 
restrictions are still too weak to reject “waste” solutions. 
In our problem of synthesis of mathematical theorems, the nontriviality of 
theorems obtained after the substitution of the found solutions into the equation 
must be considered as the global criterion of admissibility of solutions. In this case, 
we accept the following thesis. 
Thesis 1. To synthesize nontrivial mathematical theorems, it is necessary to take 
into account the following particular criteria: deductive nonimprovability of the 
synthesized theorems (criterion 1) and verifiability of solutions (criterion 2). 
In general, these criteria contradict each other. For example, for the equation 
x + A, where A is a known member and x is to be found, the solution x must be 
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as close as possible to the necessary condition for A. On the other hand, the 
verification of its truth on the models of a theory under consideration must be 
simpler than the direct verification of A. In particular, the logically weakest 
solution x * A is optimal with respect to criterion 1, but unsatisfactory with 
respect to criterion 2. 
The radical means of improving the estimate according to criterion 2 is the 
human indication of language restriction for x compared to the language of the 
whole set of known members: e.g., one can exclude hard-to-verify predicates as 
well as functions or variables whose properties are not well understood. 
To define an initial situation in the theorem synthesis more precisely, in Section 
2 the concept of theorem stem is introduced. The theorem stem is denoted by Ea. 
Next, some particular definitions of the matched stem E, are given. 
In Section 3, we consider some ideas of synthesis of auxiliary theorems called 
E,,-lemmas. In Section 4 we give a general definition of the matched stem E, and 
describe an algorithm of &-lemma synthesis. 
To make our method of synthesis more easy to understand, we explicate it in 
the first-order language (Sections 2-4) and in the propositional anguage (Sections 
2, 3). 
To combine human and computer abilities, the machine theorem synthesis is 
realized in a partially formalized language with type quantifiers (PFL). In Section 
5, the concept of PFL is introduced. We illustrate it by an example from 
mathematical control theory and show how to synthesize the E,-lemmas in a PFL. 
The algorithm of E,-lemma synthesis usually generates many variants of lemma 
for one stem E, (in our applications, we obtained up to thousands of alternative 
variants). Therefore, Section 6 shows how the set of variants of E,-lemmas can be 
decreased by means of selection according to criterion 1 and how the &-lemmas 
can be additionally modified. After the selection, the E,-lemmas are transformed 
into &,-theorems. The main aim of this transformation is to improve the E,-lem- 
mas with respect to criterion 2. Section 7 describes the algorithms of this transfor- 
mation. The contents of Sections 6, 7 are illustrated by the same example as in 
Section 5. In this example a mathematical model of an abstract controlled system is 
used. This example was chosen solely to limit the size of the presented paper, since 
an example of a system described by differential or other equations as main objects 
of application of our method would have been unwieldy. But for these systems also 
one can easily obtain some consequences from the E,-lemmas and the E,-theo- 
rem, which are synthesized in Sections 5-7. 
In Section 8, we compare our computer programs for theorem synthesis with the 
existing ones and point out their possible applications. 
2. THE STEM OF SYNTHESIZED THEOREMS 
Let __/ be a first-order language. Given a formula 9, FE_/, we say that 9 is a 
positively constructed formula (pc-formula) if it is constructed from some distin- -- 
guished formulas Y”, v E 1, N, 1, N= {1,2,. . . , N), F” ~2, by means of logical 
connectives &, v and type quantifiers w, E (fi=;,, +J: +a += Vz&Q, -+ ~0, $a * 
~z,($?,&LJ). We call the formulas F” final formulas (or f-formulas). 
For subformulas A appearing in the process of construction of F out of 
f-formulas, we write A c 9 (A E-Y). We assume that no type quantifier w, in 9 
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is governed by a type quantifier over the same variable z, and no variable occurs 
in F both free and bound. 
A set of occurrences of elements w,, &, V , F” used in the construction of 9 
is denoted by O(Y). We signify by N(Y) the number of f-formulas in 9. 
The result of moving the negation symbol 7 inside the formula -, 9 down to 
the level of f-formulas is denoted by F. We write ~Iz,[ if the variable z, does 
not occur in 95 
By 19, el, where e E O(Y), we denote a word composed of all type quantifiers 
which govern the element e in 9 (i.e., in whose scope e occurs). These quantifiers 
are to be listed in the order of their occurrence in F. We understand the 
expression IIF, ell analogously, but in this case all essential type quantifiers are 
replaced with corresponding universal quantifiers. 
We denote by HF the result of dropping from F all inessential quantifiers 
w, E O(9) (i.e., ones such that z, does not occur in the scope of the quantifier w, 
in S? For brevity, from now on, all quantifiers are to be understood as type 
quantifiers. 
The initial data for the theorem synthesis are given by the so-called theorem 
stem [41]. By theorem stem we mean the logical equation E, which has the 
following canonical form in some PFL: 
I 
E o+E,vE,, E,=w,...w, & ;;; Ti . 
( 1 
(1) 
i=l j=” 
- 
Here E,, q., are unknowns (i.e. formulas to be found), i E 1,l; w, are known - 
quantifiers, (Y E 1, y; and qj are pc-formulas, called the known members of (11, 
j E 1, m,. For the time being consider the particular case when the PFL is the 
language -8. 
In particular, the following two important classes of equations with respect to 
unknowns xi, i E a, can be transformed into the form (1): 
(3) 
For simplicity, we shall assume that 1 = 1 and write respectively ?;., m instead of 
qj, mi. In (21, (3) we shall drop also the symbol i. 
Example 1. The following equation is an example of Equation (2): 
x0* Bz,: N4mZ1) & %&x1 --, ~(z,>L 
where 
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The symbols A, Bi, H, P, Cj, Q, Ri denote some formulas of 1 (m = 3, 
Wl + 3t,: A(z,)). After canonization we obtain 
E 1= 1x0, TO s 1x1, T, + Fl, T2s pz, T3+.&. 
Henceforth, for brevity, we use metadenotations: 
Vz,:$&9-~vz,(~,+~), 32, : pa.F+ 32,( 9, & 9). 
In the case of infixed predicates, we use further short denotations. In particular, 
for the equality predicate we write (>lt, = tj.9 and (>lz, = t : A>F instead of 
(>lz,: z, = t)F and (AZ, : z, = t & ALF, respectively, where A E {V, 3). 
We require the known members of the stem (possibly after some transforma- 
tions) to satisfy some requirement of mutual matching. To state these conditions 
we introduce some concepts and symbols. 
Any pc-formula F is naturally described by the tree GC.99 whose nodes are 
occurrences of elements from G(F), and whose edges correspond to the steps of 
construction of 9. Let us agree to label in G(F) the nodes corresponding to the 
elements w,, 9”, respectively, by the symbols z, and V. Other nodes we consider 
as unlabeled. We assume also that the tree G(Y) is oriented according to the 
relation of governing on O(9). Put 9+ {G(q) : j E 1, m}, N(G(Y)) + N(9). 
Let us distinguish in the tree G(Y) the subgraph which has the node v and all 
nodes governing the node v as its set of nodes. This subgraph is called the vth 
branch. 
In the process of theorem synthesis, the vth branch from G(q) is considered 
together with some branches of other trees from 3, but with not more than one 
branch of them. Formally, the selection of groups of jointly considered branches is 
executed by so-called selectors. These are m-ary relations s c X,?=i 0, N(Tj). If 
a ES, then the cortege a contains the numbers v = pri a of the branches of the 
G(q), which are subject to joint consideration. If prj a = 0, then no branch of the 
tree G(T.) is included in the corresponding group (we assume Va E s 3j E 1, m 
prj a f 0). 
Informally, the relations s select the semantically connected parts of the known 
members of the equation E,. For particular (but rather wide) classes of theorems 
the assignment of selectors is automatized [41]. There are some criteria for joint 
consideration of the vth branch of the tree G(c) and the 5th branch of the G(T,). 
They are formulated in terms of the mutual closeness of the words II;., 9”) and 
ITk, FcI from the point of view of semantics (types) of quantifier variables and the 
order of variable quantification. 
In the general case, we shall assume that selectors are given together with the 
equation. For simplicity, we shall also assume here that the number v of each 
branch from G(q) is the (jth) element of one and only one cortege a ES. 
Furthermore, we can change the numbers v of the f-formulas (TY’ of known 
members Tj to make the numbers occurring in one cortege a ES equal. This new 
numeration is called the r-numeration. The total information on the selector is 
represented by the new numbers r themselves. Let us transfer the notation G(9) 
to the new graphs, and denote the set of all numbers n- of f-formulas from q 
by IIj. 
Example la. Let us assume that in Example 1 the f-formulas are initially 
numbered according to the order of their occurrences in q, j E m, and s = 
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{(LO, l), (0, 1,2), (2,0,0)). After the replacement of numbers Y = 1,2 in the 
f-formulas T-j, Tj? by r = 3, we obtain the r-numeration (the relation s will have 
the form {(LO, 11, (0,3,3), (2,0,0X) and II, = {1,2), II2 = {3}, II3 = {1,3}. 
Let us call the trees G(q), G(T,) connected if EJ n I& # 0. Again, for 
simplicity, we assume that the transitive closure of connection relation includes any 
pair from 3X J. 
Assume that the trees G(q), G(T,J are connected. Introduce the binary partial 
multivalued operation * of merging of the elements of d. We define the result of 
the operation G(5)* G(T,) as any tree Gjk which satisfies the following condi- 
tions: (1) the transitive closures of the trees G(q) and G(T,) are isomorphic with 
the transitive closure Gjk of the Gjk; (2) for any edge (z,, z,) E q the labels 
z,, zp are different. 
An isomorphism cp :G, + G, of graphs G,, G, with partially labeled nodes is 
understood as follows: cp is a one-to-one mapping of the node set of G, into the 
node set of G, and preserves the adjacent relation and labels in both directions. 
The necessary condition for the existence of the tree Gik for trees G(q), G(T,J 
is an isomorphism of their remainder trees to be defined below. 
By the remainder tree of G(q) with respect to GCT,) we understand the result of 
removal from G(Tj) of: (1) those elements of the rth branch which lie between the 
node rr and the unlabeled node a,, closest to it, including r and a, themselves, 
for all rr E IIj \ IIk, (2) all the rest of the nodes z,. 
The removal of nodes is understood in the natural sense (with additional 
manipulation with edges) [23]. For example, a root node (i.e., a node which occurs 
in all branches) ar or z, is removed simultaneously with the removal of edges 
incident to it. 
If the remainder tree of G(2;) with respect to G(T,) is isomorphic with the 
remainder tree of G(T,J with respect to G(q), this isomorphism is unique. If the 
isomorphism exists, the tree G(T,) is filled up with elements of G(Tj) to obtain 
the tree Gjk defined above. 
Due to the nonuniqueness (in the general case> of such a completion, we obtain 
a finite set Djk of variants Gjk of merging. If the remainder trees are not 
isomorphic or the required completion does not exist, then Djk = 0. 
By extending the operation of merging onto the trees Gjk (if Djk f 0), we can 
obtain some set D.,, of trees Gjks 
from d and G(Tj 
+ Gjk * G(TJ, where G(T,) is the next element 
is connected with Gjk. If Djks # 0, we continue the merging 
process, and so on, until we obtain some set 9’ of alternative variants G of 
merging of all trees from d (possibly, 9’ = 0). 
Example lb. In Example 1, we obtain D,, = D,,, = .3’, I&‘!= 4. Namely, the 
elements G of 8’ have the form (in the bracket representation of trees) 
z,(z,l,(z,2, ~~3)); z,((z,l, z,3), ~~2); z,((z,l, z, 2), z, 3); z,(z,l, z&,3)) (each 
comma means an unlabeled node). 
An isomorphism qj of the transitive closure of the tree G(q) into the transitive 
closure of a tree G E ~9’ is unique (Vj E 1, m). 
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Let &, be the negation of the stem, i.e., 
where @a is the inversion of wu: zU =s w, ” $a + Gm. Put 8 + {T,, . . . , T,}. 
We now define the concept of a matched stem E,. Let us begin our treatment 
with the simplest case. Suppose that, firstly, the stem E, does not contain 
quantifiers or the member E,, and secondly, the pc-formulas q are the formulas of 
the propositional language Jo (i.e., the I; are formed on the basis of some 
f-formulas F” •-8~ by means of connectives &, v only). 
Definition 1. The stem E, is called matched if 
(Bl the set 9 admits a merging G E 9’ such that for each unlabeled node a 
from G there is at most one occurrence of the connective V in the set of 
occurrences of connectives v,& corresponding to a in formulas from 8 
due to isomorphisms ‘pi. 
If the condition (B) is satisfied, we say the tree G matches the stem E,. 
Example 2. Let us consider the equation x0 &A, +A,, where A, + cP,&Qz, 
A 2 s q, v qz. After the canonization, we obtain the stem E, s To V& VA,. If 
in the T-numeration T, =+z,, TT + 7 G,, T2 +AZ, TT+ U,, r= 1,2, then 
9’ = {G) (a singleton), G = (1,2), and G matches the stem E,. 
Example 3. Assume that, in the equation from Example 2, A, * Ol V Q,, 
A, = (ql & 9*) v q3, and after some r-numeration the stem takes the form 
E o +x0 v (Ti & Tf) v (CT: & Tz) v T;), where Ti = 7 aI, T;‘= 7 @*, T,” = qr, 
7 = 1,3. Hence, I&‘( = 5; four variants of G match the E,; in particular, G = 
(((1,2), 3),4X The fifth variant G = C&(2,4)), 31 E ~9’ does not match the stem E,. 
Suppose now a stem E, is given in the language 1. 
Definition 2. The stem E, is called matched if condition (B) is satisfied and in 
formulas from 0 at most one occurrence of the existential quantifier corre- 
sponds to each node z, from G [G is the same variant of merging as in 
condition (B)]. 
Example Ic. In Example 1, among the connective occurrences corresponding in 
formulas from 0 to each unlabeled node from the tree G = z,(z,l, 2,(2,3)) there 
are no occurrences of V. Furthermore, exactly one occurrence of the existential 
quantifier corresponds to each node zj, i E D. Therefore, E, is matched (in the 
sense of Definition 2). The rest of trees G ED,,, also match E,. 
We stated Definitions 1,2 for some particular cases of stems E,. The general 
(weaker) definition of matching property will be given in Section 4. 
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3. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS OF &-LEMMA SYNTHESIS 
Let G be a result of merging the known members of a stem E, (G ES’), and 
suppose G matches the stem Ea. To solve Equation (1) (in the language _/I, we 
search for a value of the unknown formula T, in the class of pc-formulas y 
having the structure G(F) isomorphic with G. In the capacity of sufficient 
condition for solvability of Equation (1) in this class of formulas F, we form the 
additional condition .7. 
In general a text of some statement >i is synthesized, where & is the result 
of replacement of unknowns T,, E, in E, by corresponding formulas F and p: 
#i = E,(9,7T,,, ~/E,). The statement 3, is called the E,-lemma. 
In the language X0, when solving Equation (11, the need of any additional 
condition 9’ lapses (we can suppose that 9’ coincides with the identically true 
predicate P,). 
The derivation of X1 in _z? (or _&> will be constructed by deriving some - 
inconsistent formula S from Xi. S has the structure G(S) + G(w,. . . w,F), 
contains no universal quantifiers or conjunctions, and contains only identically 
false predicates Pf as f-formulas. The latter derivation (from _“1) will use the 
induction on the structure of F (more precisely, on the relation _c>. 
First, consider how to provide the derivability of E,-lemmas 3, in the 
propositional calculus. 
Let E, be given in _/a, W be a pc-formula, and the following conditions be 
satisfied: 
(Cl) the stem E, admits some merging G E 9; N(G) =N(V/); the trees 
G(5) and G also admit merging: G(W)* G = G(W); 
(C2) at most one occurrence of the connective V corresponds in formulas from 
0 to each unlabeled node from G; 
(C3) in the formula 9 the occurrence of the connective V corresponds to an 
unlabeled node u of G iff the set of all occurrences of connectives &, V 
corresponding to a in formulas from 0 contains no connective V; 
(C4) each f-formula W’“, r E II + U j”=i Ilj, is a solution of the Boolean 
equation 9”” + V y= ,(Tj)” (here, the number of members in the disjunc- 
tion V ~cl<~> is equal to the number of sets Ilj containing the ele- 
ment 57). 
The following statement is valid: Under conditions (Cl)-CC41 the formula 
3, + E,(‘@i/T,) is derivable in propositional calculus. 
Example 2~2. Consider Example 2. To satisfy condition (C41, we choose only the 
trivial solution V/” + V j”=,(q)“. In this case, conditions (Cl)-(C4) determine only 
one pc-formula 9~ Wr =+ 5V2, !?/’ + 7 @i V ql, P*t+ 7 Q2 V q2. For this 9, 
the corresponding formula 3, is derivable. It is equivalent to the implication 
W&A, -*A,. 
In addition, assume that @i + p V 5, @, G p V 5, W, + p & 5, q2 + 7 c & 5. In 
the class of simple hypotheses [48], there exist altogether four solutions 7 p 
&ll,P&5, 15&t, 7 p & 7 5, which are less preferable, due to Thesis 1 
(Section 11, than the 59 above. In the class of perfect disjunctive normal forms, 
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there are altogether 31 solutions; in particular, the best solution according to 
criterion 1 (i.e., the weakest solution is p & 5 & 5 V p & 7 5 & 5 V 7 p & 7 5 & 5 
V,p&~&-7~V7p&7~&7~. 
Example 3a. In Example 3, for each tree G ES’, which matches the stem E,, 
we obtain also one solution 9 (again with trivial f-formulas ?P>. In particular, for 
G = (((1,2),3),4) we have the solution 5Y+ (((7 @i V V Tl)& YFz) V lu,)& 7 Qz, 
which is not the weakest solution. 
Consider now a stem E, in the language 1. Assume that this E, and some 
pc-formula 9 satisfy the above mentioned conditions (Cl)-(C3). 
If z, is a node from G(W), then by w,* we denote a quantifier corresponding 
to za; a type formula of w,* is signified by $Qa*. By the symbol fDz we denote the 
word ~9 i...&,,;,IIP,w,*]l. Let /’ (#“> b e a set of indexes i of all formulas q? 
T E 0, which have an occurrence of some existential quantifier $2 + 32, : $2, 
(respectively, @ + Vz, : 9:) that corresponds to the node z,. 
In addition, we assume that E, and 9 satisfy the new condition 
(C4) Each f-formula S’“, rr E II, is a solution of the logical equation 
(4) 
Finally for each node z, from G(W) the following conditions are satisfied: 
(C5) if /’ = 0, then w,* = $2; 
(C6) if &’ = Ii} (a singleton), then w,* = &$. 
Introduce the following symbols: Pi + &L=i HIIE,, ~&lz,~,; 
g), + &. ,, ai; PJ s H ?i?.JI@@,* & $)J; (g is the conjunction of conditions q 
formed f%<ach node z, from G; 9 - O P*& &; S1 = E,(S/T,, SO/E,). 
The following sfafement is valid: Under conditions (Cl)-(C6) the formula 3, 
is derivable in predicate calculus. 
REMARK 1. An analogous statement can be formulated for a case where type 
quantifiers W, are replaced by ordinary quantifiers Hz,. If we assume only that all 
type formulas go in W, are P,, then the condition TO will be equivalent to the 
trivial condition P,. 
Example Id. In Example 1, for G =z,(z,l, z&2,3)) we obtain solutions xO = 
32, A(z, 1 and 
where P/” [Ta*] must satisfy condition (C4) [(C6)]. In particular, 8: must satisfy 
the condition Vz, : A(z,)Vz, : 92 Vz, : C,(z,, z,X$I: & C&Z,, z3)& C,(z,, z,)). 
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For the rest of the trees G E D1s2 the formula x1 changes; e.g., for G = 
z2(zql, (2,2, z,3)) we obtain 
Xi = Vz, : 9; (vz, : $&j* cvl v (vz, : ~~2P v 32, : gyv/“)). 
The type formulas of different quantifiers with the same variable z, are considered 
as different formulas: 95 must satisfy condition (C61, but 9% must satisfy (C51. 
4. SYNTHESIS OF &-LEMMAS 
Let us weaken the requirement of matching for the stems in the language 1. 
Let A, B be some formulas of this language. Separate from A a full list of 
subformulas A r, . . . , A,, n 2 1, which have the following properties. 
Each formula Ai, i E 1, n, contains no connective & as its external logical 
symbol, and if Ai +A, then A can lie only in the scopes of connectives &. In 
particular, if the external logical symbol is not &, then n = 1 and A, =A. Let 
B 1, . . . , B, be an analogous list of subformulas for B. We say that A occurs 
conjunctiuely in B if for each subformula A,, i = 1, n, there exists a formula B,, 
1 E 1, k, which coincides with Ai. 
For each finite set of formulas Sz;, . . . , q, s 2 1, we can efficiently find the 
largest formula (in the natural sense) in the set of formulas which occur conjunc- 
tively in all the above formulas Fr,. . . , E simultaneously. 
Let E, be a stem in the language _.z! of some first-order theory Y with 
equality; E, and some pc-formula 9, WE_/, satisfy condition (Cl). The symbols 
w,*, +i, tii, 9.X, y, /’ are understood as in Section 3. By 9,” we denote some 
formula which occurs conjunctively in each formula $$, J! ‘#‘; a full list of its free 
variables is denoted by xi,. . . , x6, z,. 
Assume that in G, among the nodes z, with /’ # 0, a subset of nodes is 
selected, automatically or by a user, and for each node z, of this subset the 
following hypothesis %?ls can be derived (or put forward by the user>: 
VI ,+H?UlC,, Cl * Ghx + %z, 23. 
Here, the expression 3rz, $9: means “there exists a unique z, satisfying 9:“. A 
variable z, which labels some node of selected subset (and is the variable of the 
quantifiers $i, j E/‘, $i, j E/‘, in formulas from 0) is called ??Jl-singular in 0 
(with the parameter $9:). For example, if $9: + z, = t, where t is some term, then 
the formula ‘?Is is derivable in predicate calculus with equality. 
If_za is a node from G, w, is the corresponding quantifier from !( (or ?P/>, and 
A c q (respectively, A c EV) is the largest formula governed in 5 (in 9) by the 
w,, then we call this A the subformula corresponding to the node z, from G. 
We suppose that in G among nodes z, with y # 0 there exists a subset of 
nodes labeled by variables which are called 2&centered in 0. A variable t, of the 
node z, from G is so called if: 
(1) in formulas Tj E 0 there exist subformulas G~$Aj c Fj corresponding to 
the node z, and having the form 
‘C_ 
G$$ Aj F= G;w, Aj *3Z,:pi ‘z,:?~(Y,,...,Yb,Z,,z,)(Aj]z,[), 
where y,, . . . , yg, z,, t, are free variables of gP, 5 2 0; 
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(2) in the theory Y, a formula ?I, can be derived (or put forward as a human 
hypothesis), where %?l, + HPZ,, 
For an occurrence of the label t, in G we say that z, is a variable ZJkentered 
in the set 0 U (9’) if 
(1) some formula $9: occurs conjunctively in yo* and each formula ,$$, j E/; 
(2) z, is the variable m-centered in 0 with the parameter $)a”; 
(3) in the formula 5V there exists a subformula i;,*+fi(P’]z,[> corresponding to 
the node z,. 
Definition 3. The stem E, is called @matched if condition (C2) is satisfied and for 
each node z, from G either I#‘1 I 1 <IFI means the number of elements in the 
set #‘) or the variable z, is either %J&singular in 0 or n-centered in 0. 
Suppose that E,, is @matched and conditions (C3HC4) [with Equation (411 are 
satisfied. Assume also the following additional conditions: 
(Al) If l/l = 1, then either (a> w,* = $‘,*, z, is the variable m-centered in 
0 U (9’) (with parameter $9’) and 92 = $9: or (b) w,* = $z. 
(A21 If I#‘1 > 1, then (a) w,* = +z, t, is the variable n-centered in 0 U {W}, 
and $)a* = J$$‘, or (b) w,* = $2, and z, is the variable Z&centered in 0, or 
(c) W,* = $2, and z, is the variable W-singular in 0. 
Let us introduce the following formulas: 
~5+H2JIt’z,(~,,‘+$I~), $+ j$$9:~ 
% 5= H2.Q kL$z + (a,* & AJ), 
1 
P4 if either l/‘l=landw,*=$z or #‘=0, 
P2&Bc if Ixlrl and w,*=$:, 
P7 + W2& ?k5&‘8, if l/‘l>l,w,*=$;,and 
z, is the variable Z&!-centered in 0, 
P6&PI,if l/l>l,w,*=ti~, and z, is the variable XX-singular in 0. 
@, is the conjunction of the conditions 9, constructed for each node z, from G; 
$P+ W, & &‘,, and & + E,(g/T,, @O/E,). 
Theorem 1. The formula .X1 is derivable in the theory 27 
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The main ideas of a proof of this theorem were stated at the beginning of 
Section 3. 
To describe an algorithm of &-lemma synthesis we shall first give some 
explanations. 
The synthesis of an E,-lemma .X1 consists of two stages. In the first, the 
alternative structures G(W) of solution 9 are generated. In the second, the rest 
of the parts of 9 are synthesized. Furthermore, a condition 9’ is generated [as 
the sufficient condition for solvability of (1) in a class of formulas having the 
structure found]. 
The second stage (particularly, the choice of formulas P’“, $92) is realized so as 
to obtain as weak formulas 5?Y as possible (according to criterion 1 of Thesis 1). 
Later on, at the stage of transformation of E,-lemmas into E,-theorems (see 
Section 71, we shall take into account also criterion 2 (the criterion of verifiability 
of solutions; see Section 1). Regarding the first stage, the restrictions introduced by 
a selector and the merging of the quantifiers provide strong reduction in the 
number of quantifiers in W in comparison with the trivial solution g + V,z,7;. 
Therefore, a solution 9 with the structure G(9) E 3’ is better in the sense of 
criterion 2 than the weakest solution q:, although W can be worse than q in the 
sense of criterion 1 (see Example 3a above). 
Another reason that 9 is preferred over q in the sense of criterion 2 is that in 
9 one requires a disjunction of f-formulas (7;)” instead of the complicated 
conditions Tj. 
REMARK 2. The latter consideration can be taken into account to improve the 
solution q in the sense of criterion 2 in the following way. 
Firstly, in the formula q the denotations of the variables z, are changed to 
eliminate the same denotations of variables in different occurrences of quantifiers. 
Thereby, we obtain a formula @+ V,!,$ By [q.] we denote the result of 
dropping all quantifiers W, from c. Then, all quantifiers w, E 9 are inscribed on 
the left of the formula W* + Vj!$[q] (by preserving an initial governing relation 
on these quantifiers). A formula W* so obtained is the weakest solution of 
Equation (1) if the condition HrC, . . . ~$~i;ll~:, wall 3z, $Lla is satisfied for each univer- 
sal quantifier w, = r.Ca E q which is governed by at least one connective &, and 
for all existential quantifiers +a E g. Note that in a calculus with the usual 
quantifiers or bounded ones [26] (specialized ones [18]) this condition is satisfied. 
The solution W*, as well as the solutions 9, effectively reduces the considera- 
tion of the disjunction C$ to the consideration of W*. However, this reduction is 
formal in that, in particular, f-formulas (?;Y have no variables in common. 
Therefore, to improve readability of the text synthesized by 2 decrease in the 
number of quantifiers we can step by step identify variables z, pairwise. But on 
the whole, this way of solving the Equation (1) seems to us more combinatorial and 
harder for a user to control than the use of selectors and early merging of the 
quantifiers. 
Thus, according to criterion 1, we choose 9’” + VjZl(q)T. In this case, if in 
formulas from 0 there is no quantifier corresponding to some distinguished 
occurrence of a quantifier wz E W, then w$ will be an inessential quantifier in 9. 
The reason is the absence of the variable both in the chosen formulas 9” and in 
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the type formulas $)a* of quantifiers W, * E 9 that correspond to nodes z, from G. 
The formulas 92 will not contain the variable za, since we shall to able to 
construct them by using only subformulas from q, j E 1, m, which also do not 
contain za. Since the abovementioned quantifiers W; will be inessential in 9, it is 
justifiable to restrict our consideration to formulas 9 having the structure 
G(W) + G. 
If / = 0, then the formula 92 must be weaker in V, but stronger in q. 
Since $92 * @a is the weakest solution for P4, we choose in 5V 6: * 3z, : $ja 
and remove the condition q from W’O. 
If IFI = 1 and w,* = $2, then to satisfy W4 (V4 = &) we choosy the strongest 
solution T,* + $)a. Then PJ is simplified and has the form H!IRti~~~. It turns out 
that this condition can be removed from P” by replacing the quantifier &a * E 9 
by a so-called type-final quantifier Ga **. In the general case, such a quantifier 
contains two parameters goli, Tn2 and for any formula F is defined as follow:: 
r+**y* Vz,@,, --f (ga2 & WI. In our case, ,$Pml * ga* + gal, ya2 2 9, 
(haenceforth, by using either these type-final quantifiers or some quantifiers which 
will be introduced below, we can obtain E,-lemmas 3, which are either equiva- 
lent to or stronger than the old E,-lemmas Xi; the main ideas of the proof of 
derivability of s1 in r do not change). 
If l#Pl>l,w,“= +z, then by conditions (All(a), L42Xa) the formula $Ja* must 
coincide with $9:. The formula g’, must be weaker in 9 and stronger in VIL,. 
Therefore, all variants of ways for distinguishing the $5’: are interesting. To 
remove P2 from EV’O, the quantifier $2 in 9 is replaced by a type-final quantij7er 
$**: $**F+ 
3z,(9,1 wQd & S))Y 9d = ?a’7 9d = 9Lv 
aIf I+$> 1, W, = +a;,*, and z, is the variable 9JLcentered in 0, then W2, W5 are 
removed from 9’ after replacing $z by &z*, with the parameters gal + ya* + 
ya’, gd2 + 2,. Here, the formula $?a’ must be stronger in both 9 and VI,. 
Therefore, 9: is chosen as the largest among the all formulas which occur 
conjunctively in each formula $)i, j EF, simultaneously. 
If l/l > 1, W, = $2, and z, is the variable ?I%singular in 0, then P6 is 
removed from 9’ by replacing the $2 by r+z *, with the parameters $),i + gU, 
go1 + ga. To weaken the condition ‘?I,, its formula 9: is chosen as the largest 
one. 
Let us consider now the larger-scale steps of the algorithm of E,-lemma 
synthesis. 
1. On the basis of a given stem E, of theorems and a selector s, a set 9’ of 
variants G for merging the structures G(q) of known members of the stem 
is constructed. 
2. Condition (C2) is verified for each G E 9’. For variants G that satisfy (C2) 
it is assumed’ that G(P) = G and 9’” + VjE,(~.>T. The connectives &, v 
are chosen according to condition (C3). 
3. The quantifiers w,* or w,** are formed in the direction from f-formulas to 
an external element of structure G(Y). 
3.1. If /’ = 0, then w,* * 32,: $)a. 
3.2. If I/l = 1, then the following steps are executed in parallel: 
(a> The quantifier w,* * + VZ,@~ + ($?& u 1) is formed. 
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(b) We consider the subformula +jqf E Tj, j E/ (singleton), which 
corresponds to the node z, from G, and a subformula %’ c w, 
which has already been synthesized before this step and corre- 
sponds to 7,. If the formulas 9’ and qr, j E#‘, contain a 
quantifier );, as their external elements (condition 1) and the 
scopes of these quantifiers r?+ contain no occurrences of z, 
(condition 2), thenA alternative variants of both the quantifier 
*;* + 3z,(?i &@, &u)) and corresponding formulas t;,* *P 
are formed for all possible variants of ,‘$$. 
3.3. If I#‘1 > 1, then for the same subformulas $:?I, y E#‘, and 5’ as in 
step 3.2(b) (but only nonsingleton #‘), the existence of a formula 9: 
which occurs conjunctively in each formula ai, j E#’ (condition 3) is 
verified. If such a formula exists, then the following steps are executed 
in parallel: 
(c) The quantifier rv,* * + tlz,(pa + ($)a & u)) is formed. 
(d) If conditions 1,2 are satisfied ifor 9 and all ?I), then the 
quantifier w,* * * Vz,(yz,,,, --, ($9, & u)) is formed, where g,,, 
is the largest formula 9:. 
(e) If conditions 1,2 are satisfied, then the same quantifiers +z * and 
corresponding formulas r?z * 9” as in step 3.2(b) are formed. 
4. The words m+$i... $,,;,lt$?J, w,* *)I are formed for each formula 9 and 
each quantifier w,* * constructed in steps 3.2(b), 3.3(c)-(e). Now, the opera- 
tion II?@, w,* *II is defined by ignoring the subformulas $QPZ in the quantifiers 
w; * governed in ?P by the quantifier w,* *. By use of these words ZQ, the 
conditions 2I, corresponding to steps 3.2(b), 3.3(d),(e) and the conditions 
$!Is for step 3.3(c) are formed. For eac$9 the conjunction of all formulas 
2I,, %?Is i  constructed and denoted by v,. 
5. The variants of the formulas 9” + 9i & 6, and the texts of the E,-lem- 
mas .X1 + E,(g,/T,, go/E,) are formed. 
REMARK 3. From conjunctive collections sa,ga repfated members are ex- 
cluded. Moreover, in the conjunctive collections $?a2 + goI we include only the 
members which do not occur in $)a1 (i.e., either in 9, or in 9:). 
We did not use the property of ZJ&singularity of the variable z, in step 3.2 for 
forming r+; * since formula 9: must occur conjunctively in the formula 92. 
Therefore, +$ * 9’ implies t;,* * %‘, i.e., the variant tiz * is better than $2 *. 
Step 3.3(d) is introduced in order to obtain the variant r?z* without the 
condition %?ls. It may be used in the role of r?~* in the synthesis of the next 
quantifier in the structure of 5?J. 
The synthesis algorithm is stopped if 9’ = 0 or does not contain a tree G 
satisfying condition (C2), or if condition (C3) is not satisfied. Such a final state 
means that in known members of the stem E, there is no matching of their 
structures of their connectives &, v or their quantifiers, respectively. If conditions 
1 or 2 in steps 3.2(b), 3.3(d),(e) is not satisfied, then these steps are idle ones. 
For fixed node z, from G the extraction of the formulas $‘z, which are 
important from the point of view of satisfaction on the conditions ‘%, and %, can 
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be realized by man-machine dialogue. Moreover, if the conditions 8, and ?Is are 
not satisfied, then the human interlocuter can forbid the execution of steps 3.2(b), 
3.3(c)-(e) even in the cases of satisfaction of conditions l-3. 
A real example of &-lemma synthesis will be given in the next section. 
5. PARTIALLY FORMALIZED LANGUAGE AND AN EXAMPLE IN 
MATHEMATICAL CONTROL THEORY 
The machine synthesis of mathematical theorems is actually executed in a PFL. 
We accept the following thesis. 
Thesis 2. To integrate the human and computer abilities, in the majority of 
applications the partially formalized language (PFL) [23] must be the basic one 
among possible languages of man-machine communication. 
We define a partially formalized entity as a result of a formalization which is 
either deliberately interrupted or is incompletable in principle. Such a result, 
unlike a semiformal one, permits a correct application of formal logic methods. 
As the sentences of the PFL we shall consider the formulas constructed on the 
basis of some (possibly empty) set of initial formulas by the rules of some classical 
predicate calculus language having a signature u with equality. 
We shall consider the set of pc-formulas as the kernel of the PFL. Among the 
pc-formulas Y, in the role of initial formulas the type formulas 9, of quantifiers 
w, (or their conjunctive occurrences 9”) and f-formulas F” will often be used. 
The initial formulas are some natural-language texts (NL texts), i.e., the texts in 
some general-purpose or professional anguage, which cannot be parsed by syntac- 
tic rules of formal logic. We shall assume that the NL texts are efficiently 
distinguished in the formulas of the PFL. Thus, the formulas of the PFL, to some 
depth of their tree-form structure, satisfy the formal syntactic rules and in the 
capacity of their subformulas can contain NL texts. 
The depth (exactness) of formalization is determined not only by principal 
possibilities and restrictions [6, 251, but also by the inexpendiency (or even the 
impossibility) of any further deepening of formalization. The reason is not so much 
in the increase in the difficulty of formalization as in the accumulation of 
distortions and/or “unnaturalness”. It is useful to keep in mind also the problem 
of understanding of business prose in general [lo]. 
The formulation of logical rules and their application to pc-formulas assume 
that corresponding conditions of correctness are satisfied (i.e., some conditions of 
“reliable” transformation of “unreliable” texts). For example, the NL texts can 
contain occurrences of variables z, by default. Therefore, the operation H is 
applicable only to quantifiers with scopes containing no NL texts. In particular, 
GUF follows from Y if 9 does not contain variables z, and NL texts. 
Two occurrences of one NL text can have different senses. For example, 
consider the formula F+ Yi & FZ, where 
g’&‘, ,y&” are NL texts, and F contains no other NL texts. Then, without any 
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additional information we cannot derive that the formula (32, : $2&XA &II) fol- 
lows from F, even if 9; = 9:. 
Further, we assume for simplicity that all occurrences of variables z, are 
efficiently distinguished in NL texts. We shall consider the same NL texts as 
different occurrences of one atomic formula with its unique predicate symbol P, 
P E u. The derivability of PFL formulas is understood as derivability according to 
the logical means of the first-order theory 57 The signature of the language of the 
theory Y is formed by adding these symbols P to u. The derivations in Y do not 
use any additional information involved in NL texts (except for the abovemen- 
tioned one). The axioms of the mathematical theory for which the process of 
theorem synthesis is executed are written also in the PFL. They are considered as 
the formulas of 9- (proper axioms). 
The formulas 9 (of the theory Y) written only in the signature u are denoted 
by Fl,. 
Example 4. In mathematical control theory a relation r CH X Cp satisfying 
certain axioms [22, 41 is called an abstract controlled system (ACS). Here, H is a set 
of initial data, Hz To x X0 x 9, @ is a subset of partial functions of time 
x :(T) -+X, X is a set of current states, the relation 2 (generally a partial order) 
is given on T, To c T, To is a set of initial time moments, X0 is a set of initial 
states, and Q is a set of admissible controls. If H G To X X0 (controls are absent), 
then r is called a system ofprocesses (SP) [3]. 
Let us define the following dynamical property of an ACS r with respect to the 
families of estimate sets 9’ C 2roxXo, 9:c 2Txx: 
y3 G= f-oPo;( &,iiq3* & l%,S1?q3*) 
= Vt, E To VP0 E 5%” 3u E Q 3P E 9 Vx, E P”( to) Vx E t(t,, x0, u) 
(Vt E T : t 2 to & t E dom x) Vx =x(t) x E P( t) &VP E B Vx,PO( to) 
Vx E r( tO,xo, u)(3t, E T: t 2 to)(Vt E T: t 2 t, &t E dom x) 
Vx=x(t)xEP(t), 
i.e., to + Vt, E To, P^’ + VP’ E so, etc., and finally, q* +x E P(t). The property 
!@ is written in the PFL (see Remark 4 below) and expresses the existence of a 
control, which guarantees a certain boundedness and attractability of processes 
(with respect to B’O, 9). 
It is of interest for us to obtain a theorem giving sufficient conditions for the 
presence of the property !J3 in the ACS r in terms of the existence of satisfactory 
auxiliary systems (comparison systems) and maps, which connect them with the 
initial system (vector Lyapunov functions). 
Let us choose the two SPs rCl and rC2 (with their sets Hci,Qci, etc.) as the 
comparison systems, and choose the functions vi :(T X X) +Xci, i = 1,2, in the 
capacity of maps. Let Xcj be the space of states of the system rCi, which is partially 
ordered by the relation I, X0 cX. Let u s write down the connection condition 
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for the objects under consideration: 
%R =&ii{ (~~c,,E~f,,,,~~,~~,~~w,) 
& (k&%,2 E,zf?;*E72,9JQ} 
* &ii{ [ (Vt,, = t, : t,, E T:)(vx, EP) 
(~XOc=Ul(tO,XO):XocEXcq 
&(to7xo) ~domu,)~(3x,~r,~(t~~,~~~)) 
x i’(Vt, = t : t, E T,, & t, 2 to, & t, E dom x,)P(Vx, =x,( t,))R’] 
& [ (Vt,, = to : to, E Tc;)x^~(Vxo, = u2( to, x0) : xoc E X,“z 
&(t,,x,) Edomu,)f 
(3x, E r-J tOc, xoc))th(Vt, = t : t, E T, 
&t,>toc&tcEdomx,)~~R2]}, 
R’t(t,x) Edomui&vi(t,x) IX,, i = 1,2. 
This condition means that the functions ui are majorized along the processes x by 
the corresponding processes x,. Let us also require the satisfaction of the follow- 
ing properties in the systems rcI, rc2, respectively: 
8,* *l Oc,l 93 x^ f i x q3* cl cl oc cl cl c c 
* Vt,, E Tp, VP: E @r 3P, E BIc 
Vxoc E P,O(roJ Vx, E r&or, xoc) 
(Vt, E T,, : t, 2 to, &t, E dom x,)2,, &EM,) 
(equiboundedness of processes in r,I>, and 
@ & = t^ oc,2 p^P4 f i t^af$3* c2 c2 oc c2 lc,2 c2 c c 
+ Vt,, E TA VP, E LZ2, VP,” E .%“2”, ioc Vx, E rc2( to,, xoc) 
WI, E T,, : t,, 2 t,,)(Vt, E Tc2 : t, 2 tl,)2,P: 
(global attractability of processes in rc2). 
Thus, the equation or the form (2) with two unknown members 
xo + Wc,~c,&fi,WJ & rP,l& %c2 a.~)) --) ?J 
+x,-,(Vr:r isanACS) 
[((%I : ‘cl is an SP)(3r,, : rc2 is an SP) 
(3v 1 : v1 is a partial function from T XX in X,,) 
(3v,: v2 is a partial function from T XX in X,,) 
(m & ‘@,I & @c2&.d) --, ‘@J 
corresponds to the situation considered (as the initial one for synthesizing the 
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theorem) in this example. We obtain the canonical form (1) by putting 
REMARK 4. Further, in this example we shall assume that all f-formulas and 
type formulas of quantifiers are NL texts, except for f-formulas RL and type 
formulas of the quantifiers t*, iI, f, i&, 1, a& ,, &, & *, if 3 t^ t oc,27 c27 ,cl, lc,27tc2y consid- 
ered as formal conjunctions of correspondmg NL texts [e.g., R’ is the conjunction 
of two NL texts (t, x) E dom ui, u,(t, xl sx,]. 
Let the function U, and the system r,,, Y = 1,2, be “responsible” for the 
assurance of the vth part (branch) of the property Q (in the order of occurrence of 
f-formulas in the expansion for 9). Therefore, we choose s = ((1, LO, 11, (2,0,1,2)). 
After replacing in Tt the index v = 1 by the index r = 2 we obtain II, = II4 = {1,2}, 
II,, = {I}, II,, = {2} (the new form of the selector s is ((1, l,O, 1>,(2,0,2,2))). 
As a result of merging the structures of known members q, j E u, we obtain 
ID,,1 = 8, ID,,,1 = 36, WI= lD,,,,l= 405. For example, the general form of ele- 
ments of the set II,, can be represented as follows: 
tgP0U({Pt0cjXgX0cMC,tt,~m,1,{PfOc}XOX0cX{X,fl)ttc~,2>, 
where by braces we distinguish the nodes whose order can be arbitrary. The 
following tree is an example of an element G from the set G,,,, = 3’: 
G, = tOPou(tOcPcOPc~OxO~~~ttcXXcl, 
PtOcxgPcPPx0c~,tlctlttcXX,2) * 
All elements of the set 3’ satisfy condition (C2). According to (C3), the 9 must 
contain the connective V, and according to (C4) (see step 2 of the algorithm of 
&-lemma synthesis), 9”” has the form x E P(t) V 7 x, E P,(t,) V 7 R”, r = 1,2. 
In the case G = G,, the quantifiers IV,*, wz* are formed only in steps 3.1, 
3.2(a). Therefore, only one variant of the &,-lemma (5) is formed with the empty 
condition x0 (i.e., 9’) and the condition 
X1 + SY+ &I%[ ( i~,,,Pp,P,,~c;x~,,,~;c,,ti~,~~~) 
& ( ~~,,2fGPc2PP2~~~,2~~~~,~,*~~~~~2~~~2)]. (6) 
Here, 
P~dtlxo(xoEPyto) +xoEXo&U), 
~:;;c,it3xo,=~i(t0,~o):xoc~P,0(to,)&Ri, 
Ri~xo,~x~i&(to,xo) Edomvi, 
?‘~Vt(t~T&t~tI&t~domx-,t~to&U), 
iz2 + 3t, = t : tc E Tc2 & t r to, & t, 2 t,, & t, E dom x,, 
i= 1,2, 
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and the rest of the new denotations i, (2,) are inversions of quantifiers i, (2,) 
introduced above. Therefore, the lemma X1 = fi(Y~,?~,v*,3,(ID2 & vBcl & qc2 & 9)) 
+ $1 is valid. 
For the same reason, for the rest of the 404 variants of G E S’, we obtain only 
one version of the &-lemma $r for each variant of G. 
In Example 4, after replacing the quantifiers x^ in D by X for one or two nodes 
x from G,, we shall obtain the situation in which I$‘] = 2 and the variables x are 
obviously D&singular in the collection 0 = {9&!, Q,i, qBc2, ‘$> (with the arbitrary 
word lllz for free variables from C,>. After replacing the quantifier P,, in Bci by 
Z,_i, in case of the presence of the axiom of process uniqueness in the SP rci [22], 
the variable xci will be ]]gB,i, .?,,(]-singular in 0. 
On the other hand, after weakening !?X by replacing the quantifier t^ by the pair 
fit’ in the case when the relation 2 on T is the linear order, the variable t, will be 
D&centered in 0. 
Example 5. Let a stem E, differ from the stem of Example 4 only by W and 
qci, in which the above mentioned replacements of quantifiers t^ and fci, i = 1,2, 
are realized. In this case, the steps 3.2(b), 3.3(c) are also executed. Therefore, four 
variants of the conditions 9, 9’ will be synthesized, e.g., the variant with the old 
9 [see (611 and the new so, which will have the form 
wO+ &Q.,,, 
where 
6. SELECTION OF E,-LEMMAS 
Since the set d’ of alternative structures G(W) in real examples is too large (see 
Examples 4, 51, an additional stage of E,-lemma selection is needed. According to 
criterion 2 the solutions obtained differ insignificantly. Therefore, criterion 1 is the 
main criterion of selection: we must select the pairs of solutions (9, 9’) which 
are minimal in the sense of some stronger implication. 
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At first, all formulas 9 obtained are somewhat simplified. They are trans- 
formed into the formulas 9’ by removing the subformulas $),2 from quantifiers 
CJ** and constructing in addition to 9’ the new condition (I 
r * {Hll~‘,~~* llVz,(9,, + 93 : &CT* E 9’) * 
It is obvious that ?P’ & I? + L?&, and therefore the formula E,(m/T,, 9P”/E1) 
is derivable in 97 
The simplest selection of solutions is feasible within the class K of formulas 9’ 
which have the same formula [CRY’] and the same set of quantifiers on the linear 
segments corresponding to each other in G(%‘) [there are 2N(C@‘) - 1 such 
segments, including possibly empty ones]. The formulas 9” within one class K 
differ only in the orders of quantifiers w,*, +z * on these segments. 
Let %r, CR2 E K. We accept that the implication 3X2 =j %i is valid if %i can be 
obtained from 3Y2 by so-called admissible permutations of neighboring quanti- 
fiers. The permutation of the quantifiers in the pair w,w, is admissible if $)a does 
not contain z, and w,w, # CJ$~. 
Example 4~. In Example 4, in the set of 405 different solutions %‘, there are 
two formulas 9r’ and 3X2’ which are minimal to * : C?ll’ coincides with the result 
of replacement of quantifiers 2; and ?’ in (6) by .?. and f, respectively, and 3X2’ 
coincides with the result of the labovementioned repiacements followed by the 
replacement of the word t&.,@c~P,.,l%o by &&.IPo~c~Pc,. 
In the general case, it is advisable to use also permutations in the pairs $“$a 
under the requirements: (i) z, does not contain zy; (ii) z, is a variable 9J&singular 
in {CP’); and (iii) the condition H??JClt,~, v 3z,$&,), where lllz + 6,. . . C~~i;llW’, Gv:II, 
is satisfied (under these requirements the formula H!!JNti$~Y-+ GaGU9> is 
valid). 
Moreover, the so-called generalized permutations of quantifiers [28] are advis- 
able. For example, a pair 3z, : gv Vz, : 9; & 9; can be transformed into the pair 
Vz, : 9; 3z, : $2” & 9; if 2, is not free in $9;. _ 
Since within a class K the conditions I and CC?& for different 3Y’ are the same 
ones, we select for the synthesis of E,-lemma text pairs (97’8~ I, 9’) which have 
minimal C?J’. This approach to the selection of E,-lemmas is generalized to the 
case when the formulas 9’ occur in different classes K. We use some additional 
permutations of neighboring elements in G(P’), namely, the equivalent transfor- 
mations of replacing 
(a) the subformula L3$ + w,(A L B) by 9$ + (w,A)L(w,B) 
where (w,,L)e i(Ga,&>,(Ga, v)), 
(b) .& + (w,A)L(B]z,[) by Ya + w,U L B) and vice versa, 
K+& V>,(G& &N, 
and also nonequivalent ransformations of replacing 
and vice versa, 
where (w,, L) E 
(c) the subformula Ssi by Fz when (w,, L) = (I?@, &>, and 9z by Yr when 
(W,,L) = <fi@ v ), 
Cd) & by F4 when (w,,L) = <aa, 13~1, and Yb by Y3 when (w,,L) = (Ga, v ). 
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Further improvements or modifications of the &,-lemmas can be realized by 
equivalent transformations of the stem &--in particular, by the appropriate 
permutations from ones above described. For every new stem, its set of pairs of 
solutions (P’& r, 9’) is obtained, and further, from all these sets the solution 
pairs are examined to select the pairs which are not improvable by simultaneous 
change of their two components. 
The transformed stem must be tested for the satisfaction of matching condi- 
tions. The automation of matching of the initial or transformed stem is based on 
algorithms for finding the types of variables. In the general case, this means 
imposing restrictions on the type-quantifier variable by specifying one or a few sets 
(types) to which the values of the variable must belong. 
The finding of types of the first level is realized by the examination of the 
formulas q, Tk in order to select the pairs of variables which will have the same 
type. We use here the criterion of coincidence of their type conditions (at least up 
to the identification of variables) and also other more complex criteria [41]. After 
the identification of these pairs of variables, the possibility of matching of the 
considered formulas is tested. If the matching (by equivalent transformations) is 
not achieved, then the variable of the quantifier which prevents the matching can 
be renamed to make it different from the variables in other members of the stem 
having the same type. 
The finding of types on the second level [411 consists in finding new pairs of 
variables of the same type by computing their types and finding the same nontrivial 
types. The computing of the types is feasible for each variable z, with a type 
formula $)a in which there exists the conjunctive occurrence of some formula 
9% 
The set of possible types is determined axiomatically and includes: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
an empty type (a variable can have this type only if there are some incorrect 
elements in the text of the stem); 
an indefinite (trivial) type, which all variables can possess; 
basic types of the mathematical theory, e.g., the type called “initial state”; 
types obtained from the above mentioned ones with the help of type 
constructors p and s: r(.z,) =prlt2 (the variable z, has the type ptlt2) iff z, 
is an ordered pair whose ith element has the type ri, i = 1,2; and r(z,) = SC, 
iff z, is a set of elements of the type t,. 
The properties of basic types and the typing of elements of signature u are 
described by some proper axioms; e.g., {initial states) c {states), r(x”> is an initial 
state, etc. The algorithms for finding the types on the second level transform the 
formulas $921, into the list of minimal types of corresponding variables z, (A. K. 
Zherlov, Ju. F. Litvinov). 
7. SYNTHESIS OF THEOREMS 
Consider algorithms for the transformation of lemmas si into the new texts ._#i, 
called theorems CEO-theorems). The main aim is to take account of criterion 2 (of 
verifiability of solutions). Since besides general procedures of theorem synthesis 
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(such as the procedures of restricting of the language of solutions 9’: see Section 
1) there are transformations which are more characteristic either of (2) or of (3), 
let us consider separately the theorem synthesis for each of these stems. 
We introduce some notation. Let 9* be some subset of f-formulas from the 
pc-formula 9. By [F, F*] we denote the result of removing from 9 (1) 
f-formulas 9” such that .P e F*, (2) all quantifiers which then do not govern 
any formulas 9” E ,P*, (3) all connectives which have lost at least one of their 
immediate subformulas. By A{F: A} (K{9: A]) we denote the result of inversion 
in F of all quantifiers +a (the result of replacing all occurrences of V by 8~) which 
satisfy the condition A. The action of the operations A, K should not be extended 
to f-formulas F”. 
Finally, by the expression 92(S) we denote the set of all occurrences of 
essential quantifiers in K 
Let us consider first the stems (2) and the formal transformations of solutions 
w into some formula D. 
The first transformation is the decomposition of 9’ into parts which are easier 
to verify. Let M be the set of all f-formulas from P’, and a list of disjoint sets 
21, z 2 ,..., 2,, 0#X”GM, Y E 6, p 2 0, be given. This list determines the 
desirable decomposition of ?Y’ by means of the conditions At, At. Our transforma- 
tion is defined recursively: %,-, ~?1 q’; Vv E 1, p 9~~ Z= K{FI{H[%~_ 1o, $,I : A$ : At]; 
B y + K{A{%~_,(P,/(E%Y’)“, V(%‘P E C,): G E 5&J: v E %J [here %v is the re- 
sult of replacing f-formulas (9’Ir E Z, in %“_r by P, and then applying the 
operation; A, K to existential quantifiers and connectives v which occur in %J 
a,, + (H%JC/C &P,, P,/C VP,> (the subformulas C &P, and C VP, are re- 
placed, respectively, by C, P,>; Z, * &~HIl5?~~,~~~~3z, $Qu : iGa = 32, : $9, E 
nFi$J. 
Further, each of the conditions %E @ * (5&r, 5kz,. . . , 3kp, %J is decomposed 
into parts by the following transformation (if p = 0, then ?k= 5%“). Let the set of 
existential quantifiers G’ = 32’ : 2’ (and some conditions A,, T E l,~, n 2 0) be 
selected in the condition 9. Assume 
P+%, 
In order to describe the procedures of restricting the language of formulas 
YE a, * {%;;, . . .) T2, y2) by elimination of terms and predicates which are diffi- 
cult to verify, let us introduce the following transformation of Y into a formula 
95 Suppose that for some elements a,, . . . , a, E O(Y), n 2 0, their new variants 
a?, i E l,n, are given , i.e., if ai = w, WE{VZ:~,~Z:~}, then a:=~*, W*E 
[Vz : $9*,3z : d*). Assume also that for some of the f-formulas a, = r” the new 
f-formulas Y; are given, and furthermore, the sets of free variables in a*, YE 
are contained in analogous sets for $9 and Pw, respectively. Assume Y0 + W 
ViEO,?z-1, T+r* F(@+,/ai+ 9, and ~5+ 1 is a formula of one of the follow- 
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ing forms: 
llJE VZ(T + 9*> if a,+i=$, a:+, = rit*, (7) 
912 K(a* + a> if a,+r=G, a,*,l = G*, (8) 
%Jl W?& a*, if a,+L=+, * ai+l = ** 9 (9) 
l?RozB if ai+,=&, a,*,l = iG*, (10) 
?.n( Y; --j ;rvT> if Ui+* = W”, ai*,I = r?, (11) 
where mZ $ HJlK, ui+lJl, B + 8, V &($)/y*, a*/?)? 8, * vz(a + ?*) 
& (a~$)* + &~a*). Introduce the formulas 
V** %‘*(;w) *Hz, 
where P’*,# is the pair of formulas corresponding to the formula y, and 
D * (&$,I,)& x. 
One can prove the derivability of the implication D + 9’ in 5? Therefore, the 
following theorem is valid. 
Theorem 2. For any values of the parameters 2,, A;, A:, v E 1, p, Gi;‘, A7, r E fi 
(for every QE @) and a:, i E 1,~ (for every TE @J of the trunsfomzation of CV 
into D (satisfying the conditions above), the following E,-theorem 13 derivable in 97 
m-l 
s 2=*“+~1...~g 
REMARK 5. In the case when some of variables in the formulas &“, t are 
centered, these formulas can be weakened by replacing some existential quantifiers 
with corresponding universal ones. 
In the general case, to improve the verifiability of D the set M should be 
decomposed maximally: Zi = {(W)‘}, . . . , Zp = {(W)P}, p = N(W). However, if in 
the planned decomposition for M we have the occurrence of both the quantifier 
r+@ in the formula_QV and the quantifier Ga (a so-called trace of GJ in the other 
formula 5?+ or QP (v’ > v), then the domain of z, described by 9, must be 
sufficiently small, e.g., be a singleton. Otherwise, the condition D can be too hard 
to satisfy. If the smallness requirement is not satisfied, then the distinguished 
subsets of A4 must be enlarged to avoid obtaining a coarse condition D. 
In our algorithms, the maximal decomposition is the main option of automatic 
decomposition. It is also possible to use the trivial decomposition: Xi = M, p = 1, 
A: = A: = Pf. The first type of decomposition is particularly useful when no 
quantifier in W governs the connectives &, V . For the second type of decomposi- 
tion, all simplifications are transferred to the subsequent steps. The decomposi- 
tions of other types can be automatically formed by using the conditions on the 
traces of existential quantifiers. For example, it is possible to allow the formation 
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of traces only for existential quantifiers +a whose variables are singular or (as a 
more special requirement) whose type formulas $ja contain conjunctively the 
subformulas with Lyapunov functions, morphisms, and their analogs (restricting 
further the domain of zJ. The same criteria allow one to automatize the choice 
of l?,‘. 
The main option for the conditions At, At, Ar in applications is the condition 
Pf. On the other hand, e.g., in model theory, for the purpose of obtaining the 
criteria of preservation of formula predicates [19, 71 (in terms of the morphisms 
traditionally used there, which are described as a rule by universal formulas), the 
condition P, is used. To obtain the theorems in terms of nontraditional maps of 
models (of algebraic systems), the variations of the conditions from P, to Pf are 
useful. 
The transformations of conditions %@‘E @% into ?‘* turn out to be most 
important for the formulas ?$ In the general case, the search for the elements 
ai E O(Y) which are to be replaced is realized automatically on account of the 
human information on the undesirable symbols (terms and predicates). Further- 
more, in most cases, the quantifiers r$ (+;> are replaced by fi* (+*I, and the 
domain defined by the new formula a*, which does not contain undesirable 
signature elements, must contain (be contained in) the old one [see (7), (811. 
Analogously, the new f-formula 2?‘; must logically imply W”. 
The automation of the synthesis of substitutions a*/$? (as well as Yc/ Yr) is 
based on the Boolean form of formulas subject to replacement. In $2 we consider 
the subformulas which are not governed by quantifiers. Further, we distinguish the 
minimal ones (from the point of view of their size). Graphically identical minimal 
subformulas are considered as occurrences of the same propositional variable. The 
result of such a representation is denoted by @(RI, R E {a, YT). After that, in 
the cases (7) [respectively, (8), (1111, the Boolean equation .@<$)I +x [X -+ A%R)l 
is solved. Here, the solution x must not contain some variables from S?(R), 
namely, the variables corresponding to subformulas of the initial text which 
contain undesirable symbols. 
The solution is based on the fact that the result of removing the subject-to- 
elimination variables from the perfect disjunctive normal form for @<$)I [the 
perfect conjunctive normal form for B(R)] is the logically best solution of the 
equation 3?<$?> -+x [X --, B(R)] in the restricted language. 
Programs for solving Boolean equations are constantly being improved [9], 
although in our case we encountered difficulties connected with the dimension of 
problems. At the same time, in order to eliminate the unnecessary steps, the 
replacement of ai by a? must be executed in the direction from f-formulas to the 
root node of the structure of Y. 
If the required substitutions @/ai were found automatically by solving the 
equations, then the conditions A+i from (71, (81, (11) are logically true. There- 
fore, in this case, these conditions are not introduced into the text of the theorem 
under synthesis. 
Suppose that the only solution of the equation .@<$)I +x is the trivial one P, 
(in the restricted language), and that for the variable z some its types T*, which do 
not contain undesirable symbols, are calculated by the algorithm for finding the 
types (see Section 6). In this situation, the formula a* is chosen as z E T*, where 
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T* is one of the minimal abovementioned types. If such a substitution z E ~*/a is 
found, then the condition A+, from (7) is also redundant. 
If the equation x + @($P> (in the case w = G> has the unique solution P’, then 
the condition ?lR 3z 9 is formed and the equation 8@> +x [instead of x + @<,$?>I 
is solved. After finding the solution X, the substitution G*/G will be synthesized. 
The ways (91, (10) of renewing the elements ai E W to restrict the solution 
language are often less efficient (with respect to criteria 1 and 2). 
Example 4b. Consider the obtaining of some E,-theorem on the basis of the 
E,-lemma (5) with the condition Pi’ found in Example 4a. In the automatic 
variant of synthesis [i.e., M= {(P/1)1] U ((CVr)2) and all conditions of the type 1 1 
coincide with Pr] the following formulas are synthesized: 
r = &PQ,, X0 EXO) 
& (t^,~“zZo~~lt’( t E T & t 2 t, & t E dom x)), 
W,( ?ki) ‘s f. 3 to,( t,, = to & to, f T,‘i’) , 
%(%I) + ~oP&J~c~Po 3xoc(xoc = v,(t,, x0) &R1), 
W,(%,) =~13~,(t,=t&t,ET,,&t,2t0c&t,Edomx,), 
BiS ;oP”ii&, r&;a,a;;,, i.SJ, 
Y*(Q$) * @“~&,2ao~~ 3%&Jc = v,(t,, Q) &R,), 
W,(%,,) ~~23t,(t,=t&t,~T,2&t,2t,,&t,2t,,&t,~domx,), 
m* = Q%t”’ 0c,2~0~c02R~c,2~c2ilc,2t;t3, 
PQ?ki) + Pa 3x,(x, =x&J), i= 1,2, 
%, is a tautology of the form BDz,(m2P, & ZRxI1,P,), where .!J.Rllzi arewords composed 
from the universal quantifiers; 
(r*) 10 * fa~6,,1 cl p^ P(Vt E T: t 2 to)(Vt, = t : t, E T,, & t, L to,) 
VxEX~x,EX,(XEP(t)vlx,EP,(t,) v d’), 
( F*)2 + t”0&c,2~c2(Vtlc E T,, : t,, 2 to,)(Vt, E T: t 2 to) 
x (Vt E T : I 2 tl)(Vt, = t : t, E Tc2 & t, 2 tic) 
vxEXvx,EXc(XEP(t) v 7x,EPc(t,) v -lR’). 
Here, (Y”*li s F’*<@Qi>> is the result of removing from the formula e(Qi) the 
undesirable variables x and x,. 
All the obtained conditions but a2 have mathematical content. In particular, 
W,(%i> is the upper-boundedness condition for vi, Y3j(Q1) is the condition of right 
continuability of processes x, in the system rcl, (F’*), expresses the existence of 
an infinitely large lower limit for vi, and (P’*), expresses the positive definiteness 
of v2. 
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TABLE 1. Program aids of theorem synthesis 
Characteristics Aid: Program II 
Development firm, authors, year IBM, USA, H. Wang, 1958. 
Type and main purpose of 
the development 
Type of calculus applied in the 
development 
Data 
Language of instructions Instruction codes. 
Deductive mechanism (1) Generation of well-formed for- 
mulae (0 E W (2) Selection of 
theorems cp E rV, c W (“up- 
ward” proof by counterapplica- 
tion of rules of inference) (3) 
Generation of sequents s E 4 
(4) Selection of theorems s E 
yc 9. 
Ways of achieving nontriviality 
Applications 
Results 
Experimental: verification of pos- 
sibility in principle of automa- 
tion of synthesis of nontrivial 
theorems. 
Gentzen-type propositional calcu- 
lus. 
Symbols of the alphabet for gener- 
ating well-formed formulae of 
propositional calculus. 
By generating cp,s, such that: (1) 
cp consists of 6 symbols (2) s E 
(cp1 * 92; =-a ‘PI? 92; cpl> (P2 -1, 
where cpi E ;W\ rV,, ‘p, f 
$72, . 
For synthesizing theorems of 
propositional calculus. 
Created and verified about 14,000 
sequents per hour; there are 
about 1000 “nontrivial” theo- 
rems among them. Too few 
trivial theorems were rejected. 
Type of computer, working mode, 
languages 
IBM-704, automatic. 
Disadvantages Roughness of nontriviality crite- 
ria, poverty of problem area. 
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Program of finding 
corollaries 
Program package 
VLP1 
Univ. of California, Berkeley, R. 
Lee, 1967. 
Experimental: obtaining nontrivial 
logical corollaries of given ax- 
ioms. 
Applied predicate calculus (APC). 
Formulas of the APC languages. 
A rule of resolution + strategies: 
(1) “First in breadth”, (2) 
“One-Literal disjunct”, (3) 
length of resolvent must be I 4 
(4) “Axiomatic resolution” 
(1) By the criterion of nontrivial- Criteria of deductive nonimprov- 
ity: Corollary must not be a ability and verifiability, algo- 
particular case of axioms or rithmization of human tech- 
corollaries obtained earlier; (2) niques of obtaining theorems of 
by the strategies 3,4 (see the domain under considera- 
above); (3) by the criterion of tion, comparison with results in 
“interest” of corollaries publications. 
In the theory of finite groups for 
obtaining concluding par-ts of 
theorems from the book by V. 
Lederman (1964) from both as- 
signed axioms of the theory of 
finite groups and premises of 
theorems under consideration. 
In system dynamics, control the- 
ory, theory of differential equa- 
tions, problems of optimal con- 
trol, multicritcrial problems, 
theory of algebraic systems, etc. 
41 of 4.5 theorems (presented in 
the book) were obtained. In the 
cases when the number of ax- 
ioms and theorem premises was 
large (L 14), the program failed 
to give a result. 
More than 300 new theorems (l-5 
minutes per theorem); review- 
ing of papers and theses. 
Automatic. BESM-6, automatic and dialog, 
PASCAL. 
The program can derive simple 
logical corollaries. The crite- 
rion of “interest” is specific. 
Irkutsk Computing Center, SB of 
USSR AS, V. M. Matrosov, S. 
N. Vassilyev, V. G. Karatuev, 
E. A. Sumenkov, 1982. 
Industrial: computer-aided obtain- 
ing of mathematical theorems 
in system dynamics, control 
theory, etc. 
APC (typed-quantifier variant). 
Expressions of the partially for- 
malized language (PFL). 
A set of fixed phrases of mathc- 
matical language. 
Solving of logical equations + 
global dcrivablc and admissible 
rules of inference of APC. 
In the general cast, the synthesis 
is controlled by the user (there 
is no complete automation). 
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Thus, for the &lemma with the condition W1’ the following text of the 
&theorem will be synthesized: 
It gives the conditions for the presence of the property ‘$ in the system r, which 
are quite acceptable in the the theory F of ACS. 
Consider the theorem synthesis for stems (3). The symbols which are not 
redefined are understood as before. Let R” be some solution of the equation 
8(( W)“) --f X, R+?@W/(W”), rr~l,N(W)), PO+HQ, and /‘* 
&{Hll& Wl32”~” : G,” = (VY : a=) E naz(n>). 
If for some quantifiers a,, . . . , a, from O(ZQ their new variants a:,...,~,* 
(n 2 0) are given, then for every i E 0, IZ - 1 the conditions K=, * ~(u~+Jui+i) 
and A+1 +HH(IZ$,U~+~II~ are formed, where * is a formula of the form (1) 
vz<a* + $5)) if u,+i = G = Vz : $9, G* = ai*,1 = Vz : a*, (2) Vz@-+ 9’) if a,+, = G’, 
u,*,l = +*, (3) 3z@& au> if, u,+i = G’, ui*,i = **, (4) E if ui+l = +, CZ,*,~ = G*. 
Assume also x2+ &:=,A, a* + HK, x3 * &{Hll~, PII~z~~~ : tit” E 
%Rxn(%g, D * Qk;= g” + a*). 
Theorem 3. For any choice of solutions a” and quantifiers w* the following E,-theo- 
rem is valid: 
The substitutions s1”/(W)“, w*/w are found analogously to the synthesis of 
theorems for the stems (2) by means of the assignment of the restricted language. 
This is justified by the intention to eliminate auxiliary constructions, e.g., maps vi, 
and also shorten the text of the E,-theorem. 
8. ON APPLICATIONS OF THE METHOD 
Principal algorithms of the theorem synthesis method based on solving equations 
were tested in the package of applied programs called VLF-1, which was developed 
in Irkutsk Computing Center of the SB of the USSR AS, and also in a more 
powerful system called ACT 143, 411. About 300 computer theorems, which are new 
and present both theoretical and applied interest, have been obtained. The 
comparison of these program systems with programs obtained by Wang Hao 1491 
and R. Lee [16] is given in Table 1. The formally specialized character of our 
algorithms of synthesis is justified by the breadth of classes of theorems which can 
be obtained by these algorithms and the significance of the theorems obtained. 
Since the rules of synthesis are not overly detailed and often correspond to human 
techniques of formulating the mathematical theorems, the combinatorial part of 
synthesis is less prominent than in 149, 161, and the result is easier for a human 
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being to understand. The possibility of both understanding the intermediate results 
and controlling the direction of synthesis is ensured by the use of a PFL. 
At present, there are various applications of our algorithms and programs to 
theorem synthesis. We showed their efficiency for synthesizing theorems in mathe- 
matical system theory. In particular, there have been applications in the theory of 
differential, integral, and other equations [l, 23, 37, 40, 411, in abstract and 
topological system dynamics [23, 32, 34, 35, 37, 40, 411, in the theory of input-out- 
put models [32], in the theory of controlled systems, in problems of optimal control 
and multicriterial choice [33, 36, 39, 451, in the theory of algebraic systems [33-3.5, 
38, 44, 471, and in the theory of numerical series [461. As a rule, the theorems 
obtained are formulated in terms of VLFs or morphisms and their analogs 
introduced or used at different times by different authors-in particular, Lyapunov 
functions [17], VLFs [20, 51, Lyapunov-Bellman functions [14], Krotov functions 
[151, nonlinear maps in problems of optimal control [24], controllability functions 
[ 131, homomorphisms (including so-called powerful and strong homomorphisms) of 
algebraic and dynamical systems [19, 7, 29, 27, 31, 471, etc. 
For the purpose of combining specialized and complete methods of theorem 
derivation into a so-called “calculus of ideas” (Y. L. Ershov), we have carried out 
the complexing of the package of programs VLF-1 with the program of the 
resolution method developed in [2]. This provides the automatic removal from the 
text of E,-theorems whose conditions are particular cases of tautologies or 
redundant conditions, i.e., those derivable from other ones and axioms of the 
considered theory y (in our example, the condition F is a redundant one). 
9. CONCLUSION 
The proposed method of theorem synthesis gives the possibility of computer-aided 
generation of theorems of mathematical system theory. As to their mathematical 
content, they are quite comparable with the theorems which are obtained cre- 
atively by different authors and published in the literature. Furthermore, the 
algorithmization of conversion of Lyapunov-type theorems 132, 23, 281 for the 
purpose of obtaining theorems with necessary and sufficient conditions has con- 
firmed the high quality of direct theorems [obtained on the basis of Equation (211. 
One of the directions of development of the method is determined by its 
application to problems of computation planning. In this case, solving Equation (2) 
provides conditions for the solvability of user problems by means of a supplied 
collection of program aids [41]. 
The author is grateful to N. K. Zamov and G. E. Mints for reviewing the paper and for many useful 
remarks, which stimulated its refinement. 
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